x 3 f o u r t h g e n r e uncertainties of his future. "Geas" demonstrates beautifully how essays anchor in time. The writing begins a week after Gygax's death, as Monson reckons with leaving his current home, job, and life for a new everything elsewhere. Vectors of departures, the author's own and that of the role-playing gamester, crisscross the essay.
We readers want to know how the writers of nonfiction came to their material, how they felt a way through the experiential thicket, what artistic thing has been shaped from facts, feelings, thoughts, and anecdotes. To that end you will find in this issue the second in our new "Essay and Self Reflections" series, in which the author of an essay muses upon its history. Kim Dana Kupperman started us off in the previous issue with "An Exercise in Artifice: On Writing 'See Me Slant . . .'" Herein Joy Castro considers her "Grip," a 365-word lyric essay built around the image of a dark, torn paper target, riddled at the practice range and then hung protectively over her baby's crib. The essay addresses the aftermath of a family's history of violence, and its form is allusive, off ering us small but telling fragments of that larger narrative. In the manner of the lyric essay, it makes the reader supply missing linkages, piece fragments together into an experiential whole, intuit what can't be said directly. "In form," comments Castro, "I prefer short over long, the slap to the lecture."
Other means to reach the scene of writing are off ered in Fourth Genre's interviews and roundtables. It's apropos that in this issue we talk with Brenda Miller, a particularly knowledgeable guide to the lyric essay. Her remarks make an excellent reading companion to Joy Castro's contributions.
With this issue, we welcome Ned Stuckey-French as book review editor. Some of the books reviewed here, as Ned remarked in an email, assemble previously published material, written for various purposes, into something publishers are calling memoirs or other forms that avoid the label essay: Michael Martone's Racing in Place, reviewed in the previous issue, is subtitled Collages, Fragments, Postcards, Ruins. In Fourth Genre, at least, the essay is free to be.
I hope you will read this issue with relish. It is the result of a complete visual redesign of Fourth Genre by Michigan State University Press. Pick it up, hold its compactness, smell it, cast your eye about. Read one essay slowly and deeply. Give yourself over to this one essay, then put the issue down, to pick up another time and taste another piece of creation. There is much to savor.
